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REVOLUTIONARY PRODUCTS FOR YOUR DENTAL NEEDS

~ CHROME EDITION ~

BRUSHA, BRUSHA, BRUSHA

Brushes perfect for chrome cobalt frames.
Extremely durable and powerful, these
slender brushes reach all the right places.

DID U FORGET ABOUT ME?

MR DUPLICITY!

(Top image) 65mm diameter short 10mm x
12mm narrow. Featuring 2 rows of grade 1
Chungking bristles with an acrylic hub and
wooden centre. (Order code: R199-1000)
(Middle image) a slim, 44mm diameter,
brush with an acrylic centre.
(Order code: R788-1000)
(Bottom image) Silver wire brush, doesn't
remove surface, and gives a silky matte
shine. 51mm diameter.
(Order code: R196-0000)

CAST-A-GEL HARRY!

Special
reversible
duplicating
hydrocolloid for sophisticated partial
dentures, combination work and the
acrylic casting technique. High level
impression accuracy, even with the
finest of details. Tear-resistant due to its
outstanding elasticity. This offers you the
necessary reliability and precision in use.
Available in a 6kg bucket. (Order code: BG52052)

A robust duplicating unit, the Gelovit is an innovative
preparation concept with temperature control which
prevents clumping in the gel, and guarantees the
quickest possible preparation without burning.
Prevents deposits and blockage of the nozzles, and
always gives a consistent homogeneity.
With a pre-programming feature, the Gelovit is the
dependable process for optimum duplicating.
(Order code: BG26334)

AGAR DO, DO, DO LA-LA-LA

Looking for an enviromentally
friendly duplicating gel?
Wirogel's
versatile
agar-agar
hydrocolloid investment will do!
Univerally useful - this highly
accurate impression investment
guarantees your highest demands are met. Five-times less
expensive than silicone without compromising quality of
precision. (Order code: BG54351)

Wironit-LA Chrome Cobalt
- A trusted and reliable alloy
in the partial denture and
combination technique. With
low thermal conductivity
it provides high-wearing
patient comfort.
Specially developed for laser welding, it is also
biocompatible and corrosion-resistant. Available in
1000g. (Order code: BG50100)

HARDER, BETTER, FASTER, STRONGER

Wironit-extra-hard is the ideal partial denture alloy. Its high elongation limit and tensile
strength is perfectly suited for combination work. The special biocompatible and corrosionresistant composition with silicone and carbon gives outstanding casting properties.
Very low thermal conductivity of the alloy also emphasises the wearing comfort of the
prosthesis, and makes for a happier patient. Available in 1000g.
(Order code: BG50060)

HARDEN UP PRINCESS

WHOA BLACK BETTY (BAM-BA-LAM)

Bredent's 500ml investment
hardener - Spray on and in 20
mins you'll have a scratchresistent model surface.
(Order code: BR55000004)

For finishing and polishing chrome cobalt and hard metals,
these hard classic black rubber cylinders are always ready
for you. Available in a box of 100 pieces.
(Order code: DE4590)

Feel free to call us or check our website
for the rest of our Dedeco product range!

YOU'LL BE JAMMIN' TO
THIS MASTER BLASTER

The Triton SLA wet and dry steam
cleaner is an environmentally
sound, intensive and versatile unit.
With a fixed water connection and
interconnected
demineralisation
cartridge, it minimises calcification
of the unit. Featuring 3 bar (approx.)
steam pressure, it's gentle yet
thorough. Corrosion resistant with
an insulated spray gun for maximum
comfort - you'll never want to clean
with anything else!
(Order code: BG26005)

Korox® 250 sandblasting
material is made from
99.6 % aluminium oxide
remains sharp-edged until
it is completely worn. It not
only removes investment
material residues and
oxides efficiently, it's ideal
for surface conditioning
of alloys prior to ceramic
firing.
No
risk
of
contamination of the alloy
surface too.
(Order code: BG46014
(8kg), BG54300 (20kg)

MR SANDMAN, SEND

ME SOME KOROX

DIAMONDS
ARE A LABS BEST FRIEND
So many sintered diamond tools - cutting discs, cones, barrels, wheels or bullets,
(Order code: BRSS030025)

(Order code: BRSN165023)

(Order code: E5331HP)

(Order code: SD16)

(Order code: E5122HP)

(Order code: E5022HP)

whatever you need, we'll have it! For your cobalt chrome, non/semi-precious alloys,
or ceramics. Here are a few, but call us or check our website for more!

THE ADAPTER

For quick and safe adapting of wax
patterns in CoCr. Using the flat side,
clasps can be perfectly placed and
pressed on the investment model.
Use the rounded side for stippled
maxillary plates or retentions.
Never damage or deform any wax
pattern again!
(Order code: BR36001205)

